Five-Star-Climate
References:
A Feel-good Climate for Hotels
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Kampmann | Begrüßung

A fresh look for your hotel
SatisƂed guests s this is the ultimate aim Yhen designing a hotel And the air
Suality in the Dedrooms is a crucial factor in this 6hatns Yhy hoteliers across
Europe are relying on Kampmann air conditioning: Kampmann offers a
one-stop efƂcient integrated air conditioning system precisely tailored to
your proLect )ive your hotel a fresh look s like so many other hoteliers:
here are Lust a feY references Ye have listed for you

Kampmann | Begrüßung

Hotel niu CoDDles Essen )ermany
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Kampmann | The Hotel-Specialist

Kampmann
EZactly my kind of hotel-climate
With over 950 employees at 16 locations
around the Yorld Kampmann is one of the
major players in the construction and building
services industries Kampmann systems for
heating cooling and ventilation are at the
forefront of different market segments today
Traditionally, Kampmann‘s expertise has focused
on series production with an extraordinary variety
of options, as well as on visually attractive,
custom-made, project-based solutions.
This expertise pays for itself with the operators of
hotel and their investors. After all, the air
conditioning of a hotel places the most diverse
requirements on the technology: lobby, restaurant,
meeting and conference rooms, spa area and
ultimately the rooms themselves all have to be
considered individually.
Kampmann has the right products and solutions for
all spaces with its years of experience in the Ƃtting
out of hotels. Indoor comfort climate for guests:
you can expect energy efƂciency, convenient
operation by integration into the BMS, compliance
with all statutory requirements and guidelines and
Ƃrst-class service from a Kampmann system.

Kampmann | The Hotel-Specialist

Hotel .ooken +nn .ingen )ermany
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Reference | Hotel Victory, Erding (Germany)

Reference | Hotel Victory, Erding (Germany)

Hotel 8ictory
Erding
)ermany
pErding 6hermeq Yas opened in 1999 and has
gradually groYn to become Europeos largest spa
and thermal bath compleZ 0oY the leisure pool
Yhich to date has Yelcomed up to 10000 visitors
per day has been eZtended by an eZclusive hotel
The investor Josef Wund, known as the “Pool King”,
has provided a very special hotel at the side of
the new wave pool: in the shape of a ship‘s hull,
modelled on the HMS Victory, the ship on which
the legendary Lord Nelson sailed into the Battle of
Trafalgar. Even the bedrooms carry on the maritime
theme. Some are designed to give the feel of a luxury
yacht, others the feel of a windjammer within the
“sophisticated“ surroundings of the HMS Victory.

Installed Products

Venkon Fan Coil
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Reference | Schloss Elmau Retreat, Elmau (Germany)

Schloss Elmau Retreat
Elmau )ermany
6he ) summmit Yas held at Schloss Elmau on
 and  ,une 015 1ver several days the hotel
Yas in the focus of the Yorldos attention
HoYever even Yithout this spectacular event
Schloss Elmau is a historical venue Yhich has
survived highs and loYs
The historical Schloss Elmau was opened in 1916. In
spite of its remote location in an idyllic alpine valley
in the Wetterstein range, it rapidly became known
for its cultural events, which attracted a number of
prominent regular guests. It continued in the same
vein after the difƂcult war years, however at the
same time it was constantly expanded to become a
luxury spa by its owner Dietmar Müller-Elmau. And
even a devastating Ƃre in  was unable to
prevent its growth. The new “Schloss Elmau Retreat”
was opened in March 1 just in time for the G
summit.

Installed Products

Katherm HK Trench Convector

Katherm QK Trench Convector
KaControl Room Control Unit

Reference | Schloss Elmau Retreat, Elmau (Germany)
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Reference | Taleon Imperial Hotel, Saint Petersburg (Russia)

Reference | Taleon Imperial Hotel, Saint Petersburg (Russia)

6aleon Imperial Hotel
Saint Petersburg Russia
6he entire pomp and ceremony of the tsar era s
continues to be embodied in the 6aleon Imperial
Hotel 6he hotel lies close to the Hermitage one
of the Yorldos most important museums of art in
the historic centre of Saint Petersburg 6he
6aleon Imperial thus forms part of the 70ESC1
World Heritage Site to Yhich the city centre has
belonged since 1990
The Taleon Imperial Hotel with its 1 bedrooms
cannot fail to impress guests with its baroque
splendour: striking statues of Atlas support the roof
of the bar. Marble, prominent chandeliers and lavish
works of art decorate the ƃoors and ceilings. Antique
furniture and oil paintings adorn the rooms, from the
windows of which guests have a direct view of the
Moika River, where water taxis await guests to offer
them a view of the Old Town from a new angle.

Installed Products

Katherm HK Trench Convector
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Reference | Mövenpick Hotel in the Water Tower, Hamburg (Germany)

Mövenpick Hotel in the
Water 6oYer Hamburg
)ermany
6he Schan\enturm formerly one of Europeos
highest Yater toYers is today a Suite uniSue
hotel 6he Mövenpick Hotel in the Schan\en
Park is a short Yalk from Hamburgns
EZhibition Centre 6he massive octagonal
Yater toYer Yith its brick faÃade Yas
thoroughly refurbished betYeen 005 and
00 and converted into a hotel Yhich not
only stands out on account of its height
Four-star superior cannot even begin to express what
awaits guests: Its attractive and central location in
the Schanzen Park, its imposing architecture, centuries
old cross vault, massive ceiling heights, a fantastic
view (above all the Tower Suite with its 6-degree
panoramic view), its one-of-a-kind ambience – it is
no wonder that the Hotel im Wassertum is now one
of Hamburg’s most sought-after addresses.

© Mövenpick Hotel Hamburg

Installed Products

Katherm 0K 6rench Convector

Katherm QL Trench Convector

Reference | Mövenpick Hotel in the Water Tower, Hamburg (Germany)

© Mövenpick Hotel Hamburg
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Reference | Hotel Lido Palace, Riva del Garda (Italy)

Reference | Hotel Lido Palace, Riva del Garda (Italy)

Hotel .ido Palace
Riva del )arda Italy
At the northern end of .ake )arde Yhere the
lake becomes much narroYer and the lakeside
is surrounded by steeply rising alpine slopes s
thatos the location of Riva del )arda And in this
picturesSue village Yith its magniƂcent vieY
over the lake is to be found the Hotel .ido Palace
Opened in 1899 with the claim to be one of Europe’s
best hotels, the Lido Palace did indeed quickly grow
to become an outstanding venue, which even the
Hapsburg royal family discovered for itself at the
time. Recently, the legendary hotel was extensively
restored, retaining the wonderful art nouveau interior
with its resin, metal and glass. The Lido Palace is still
resplendent today as a Leading Hotel of the World.

Installed Products

Venkon Fan Coil

Katherm NK Trench Convector
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Reference | Schlosshotel Bad Wilhelmshöhe, Kassel (Germany)

Schlosshotel $ad Wilhelmshöhe
Kassel )ermany
6he $ergpark Wilhelmshöhe in Kassel has been
a 70ESC1 World Heritage Site since 01 6he
impressive landscape park Yith its feudal Yater
features classical palace home to the famous
museum and naturally also the statue of
Hercules rising over them all is Yorld renoYned
6he Schlosshotel $ad Wilhelmshöhe is located
in the heart of these impressive surroundings
The Schlosshotel has witnessed a thrilling history,
like every other building in the park: its history dates
back to 16 – and the hotel has been the site of
major political moments on several occasions. For
instance in 19 when Willy Brandt and Willy Stoph
met for inter-German discussions. The hotel was
thoroughly refurbished and redesigned in 1, a
process completed in 1, which led to the hotel
being awarded four-star superior status.

Schlosshotel $ad Wilhelmshöhe Conference  Spa Kassel

Installed Products

Venkon Fan Coil

KaControl Room Control Unit

Schlosshotel $ad Wilhelmshöhe Conference  Spa Kassel

Reference | Schlosshotel Bad Wilhelmshöhe, Kassel (Germany)

Schlosshotel $ad Wilhelmshöhe Conference  Spa Kassel
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Reference | Holiday Inn Express Dresden, Dresden (Germany)

Reference | Holiday Inn Express Dresden, Dresden (Germany)

Holiday Inn
EZpress &resden
)ermany
A hotel simply cannot have a more prominent
position s the Holiday Inn EZpress lies in the heart
of &resden 6he Yorld-famous sights of the
SaZon city knoYn as the pFlorence of the Elbeq
can all be reached on foot:
the Old Market (Altmarkt), on which the idyllic
“Striezelmarkt” market is held during Advent, one of
Germany’s oldest and loveliest Christmas markets.
Just behind that lies the Zwinger Palace with its art
gallery, the Semper Opera, palace chapel, Church of
Our Lady, Residence Palace with its green dome and
all the city’s other highlights. The Holiday Inn Express,
with its wonderful location and Ƃrst-class ambience,
is the perfect base for excursions into Dresden‘s
Old Town.

Installed Products

Venkon Fan Coil

KaControl Room Control Unit
KaClima Chiller
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Referenz | Hotel niu Cobbles, Essen (Germany)

Hotel niu Cobbles
Essen )ermany
6he coal mining era is noY a thing of the
past 6he mines are noY at a standstill
and Yhat Yas formerly pgrey Yith Yorkq is
today clean and tidy HoYever the past is
not forgotten in the Ruhr district 6he neY
Hotel niu Cobbles in Essen is not just a
young and stylish hotel it also tells a story:
the story of coal mining. Pit lamps, helmets,
Industrial Design – the hotel blends urban chic
and urban history against a most elegant
background. The hotel’s air conditioning has
nothing in common with the delicate climate
underground: 146 Venkon units deliver a
perfect atmosphere of well-being in the
bedrooms.

" 0ovum Hospitality

Installed Products

Katherm 0K 6rench Convector

Venkon Fan Coil

" 0ovum Hospitality

Referenz | Hotel niu Cobbles, Essen (Germany)

Venkon
" 0ovum Hospitality
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Reference | Star Inn Hotel, Heidelberg (Germany)

Star Inn Hotel
Heidelberg
)ermany
Heidelberg is one of the most beautiful
historical cities in )ermany With the
1ld 6oYn the castle and the 1ld $ridge
there are numerous tourist attractions
and places to see Inevitably there are
many hotels too 6he neYest one is the
Star Inn a comfortably furnished hotel
offering 15 rooms and  fully eSuipped
suites for the groYing segment of long-stay
guests
The Star Inn Hotel & Suites Premium
Heidelberg, by Quality, to give it its full name,
belongs to Choice Hotels, one of the largest
chains in the world with over 6,8 hotels
in 18. The Star Inn is located right in the
centre of Heidelberg, making it the perfect
base for excursions in and around the city on
the Neckar River.

Installed Products

KaCool D AF Fan Coil

Venkon Fan Coil
KaClima Chiller
UniLine Door Air Curtain
KaControl Room Control Unit

Reference | Star Inn Hotel, Heidelberg (Germany)

Venkon
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References | Further realised hotel projects

Der ²schberghof
Donaueschingen )ermany
Luxury with guaranteed well-being

Katherm HK 6rench Convector

Hotel Abasto
Maisach )ermany
For relaxation and well-being

Venkon Fan Coil  KaControl Room Control 7nit

References | Further realised hotel projects

Wellnesshotel Schönblick
EichstÀtt )ermany
Elegant living and spa in the Altmühltal

Venkon Fan Coil  KaControl Room Control 7nit

Hotel Ametyst
Prague C\ech Republic
Boutique hotel between tradition and modernity

Venkon Fan Coil
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References | Further realised hotel projects

Further realised hotel projects

Hotel Adlon Kempinski, Berlin*
Alpina Dolomites Gardena, Seis (Italy)
Schloss Elmau Luxury Spa, Retreat & Cultural Hideway, Krün*

Accor Hotels
Ibis Hotel, Regensburg*
Ibis Hotel, Stuttgart*
Ibis München City
Arnulfpark, München*
Mercure Hotel, Hamburg*
Mövenpick Hotel,
Bremerhaven*
Mövenpick Hotel, Hamburg*
Novotel München City,
München*
Novotel Quartier Belvedere,
Wien (AT)
25hours, Hamburg*
25hours, Köln*
25hours, München*

Hilton Honor
Hilton Munich City, München*
Hilton, Insbruck (AT)
Hilton Garden Inn, Mannheim*
Hilton Garden Inn,
Stuttgart Neckarpark*
Garden Inn, Wiener Neustadt
(AT)
Hampton by Hilton City East,
Berlin*
Hampton by Hilton Gateway
Gardens, Frankfurt*
Hampton by Hilton, Berlin*
Hampton by Hilton, Frankfurt*
Hampton by Hilton, Freiburg*
Hampton by Hilton, Konstanz*
Hampton by Hilton, München*

Gekko Group
Roomers, München*
Roomers, Residenz am
Festspielhaus, Baden-Baden*

IHG Hotels & Resorts
Holiday Inn City Center East,
Berlin*

Holiday Inn City Nord,
Hamburg*
Holiday Inn, Berlin*
Holiday Inn, Düsseldorf
(Am Wehrhahn)*
Holiday Inn, Düsseldorf
(Toulouser Allee)*
Holiday Inn, Frankfurt*
Holiday Inn Express, Berlin*
Holiday Inn Express, Dresden*
Holiday Inn Express, Frankfurt*
Holiday Inn Express, Hamburg*
Holiday Inn Express, Köln*
Holiday Inn Express,
Neunkirchen*
Holiday Inn Express,
Rzeszow (PL)
Holiday Inn Express,
Regensburg*
Holiday Inn Express,
Wiesbaden*

References | Further realised hotel projects

Hyatt

Le Meridien, Frankfurt*
Residence Inn (NVZ Plaza),
München*
Ritz Carlton, Berlin*
Westin Hotel
Elbphilharmonie, Hamburg*

Andaz Munich
Schwabinger Tor, München*

Kempinski Hotels
Atlantic Hotel, Hamburg*
Kempinski Bristol, Berlin*
Kempinski, Berlin*

Minor Hotels
NH-Hotel, Essen*
NH-Hotel, Mannheim*
NH-Hotel, München*

Marriott International
Courtyard by Marriott,
Hamburg*
Courtyard by Marriott,
Wolfsburg*
Four Points by Sheraton,
Dornbirn (AT)
Moxy (NVZ Plaza), München*
Moxy Hotel, Düsseldorf*

Elmau Retreat KrØn

Novum
Hospitality
Novum, Kiel*
niu Cobbles, Essen*
niu Keg, Hamburg*
niu Mood, Mainz*

$retterbude Heiligenhafen

Radisson Hotel Group
Park Inn by Radisson,
Nürnberg*
Park Plaza, Nürnberg*
Radisson Blu, Hannover*
Radisson Blu, Split (HRV)
Radisson Blu,
Zakopane (PL)

TFE-Hotels
Adina Hotel, Frankfurt*
Adina Hotel, Hamburg*
Adina Hotel, Nürnberg*

Wyndham
Hotel & Resorts
Super 8, Freiburg*
Super 8, Mainz*

niu Cobbles Essen

International Hotelreferences
Ametyst, Prag (CZ)
Arora Hotel, London (UK)
Das Triest, Wien (AT)
EXchange Hotel, Vancouver
(CAN)
Grand Resort, Bad Ragaz (CH)
Hotel 1231, Torun (PL)
Hotel Alexander am See,
Thalwil-Zürich (CH)
Hotel Eggerhof, Saalbach (AT)

Hotel Erzherzog Johann,
Bad Aussee (AT)
Hotel Jonköping, Jonköping (SE)
Hotel Lido Palace,
Riva del Garda TN (IT)
Hotel Runnymede, Egham (UK)
Hotel Sonnwies, Luson (IT)
Hotel Traubenheim, Tirol (IT)
Hotel Warszawa Prudential,
Warschau (PL)

Interalpen Hotel, Buchen (AT)
Opus, Horsens (DK)
Pentahotel, Wien (AT)
Ruby, Wien (AT)
Sporting Hotel, Riccione (IT)
Stua Catores, Ortisei (IT)
Taleon Imperial Hotel,
Sankt Petersburg (RU)
Wellnesshotel Sonnenbichl,
Tirol (IT)

Henri Hotel, Düsseldorf*
 *QVGN&QNEG+PƂPKV[Unterschleiß.*
Hotel Vier-Jahres-Zeiten,
Sankt-Peter-Ording*
Looken Inn, Lingen*
Öschberghof Golfresorts,
Donaueschingen*
Schloss Fleesensee, Göhren*

Schlosshotel Bad Wilhelmshöhe,
Kassel*
Schulz Hotel Berlin Wall
at the East Side Gallery*
Steigenberger Grandhotel
Petersberg, Königswinter*
The Mandala, Berlin*
Hotel Victory, Therme Erding*

Further Hotelreferences
Abasto, Maisach*
Beach Motel, Heiligenhafen*
Beyond by Geisel, München*
Breidenbacher Hof, Düsseldorf*
Bretterbude, Heiligenhafen*
Dormero Schlosshotel,
Reichenschwand*
Fraser Suites, Hamburg*

*Germany
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Product Overview | Products for a Five-Star-hotel

Kampmann Products for a
Feel-good Climate in Hotels
Venkon Fan Coil

Diffusers

Heating cooling and Ƃltering Yith comfort

Ventilation components for every area

Market-leading quiet, hygiene-certiƂed in line with VDI 6
and particularly powerful with maximum efƂciency thanks to ECmotor-technique – that is the Fan Coil Venkon from Kampmann.

Air diffusers, grilles and distributors, dampers and controllers
– smart and unobtrusively integrated or on show as a design
element. The possibilities are limitless!

6rench Convectors

KaControl Room Control 7nit

For eZample Katherm 3K Katherm HK

Comfortable control

Trench heating, cooling and ventilation - the perfect air
conditioning solution for foyers, restaurants and hotel bedrooms
with ƃoor to ceiling windows. Maximum ƃexibility and efƂciency.

The attractive, intuitively operated KaControl room control unit
controls the wide range of Kampmann systems – for an individual
climate of well-being.

Product Overview | Products for a Five-Star-hotel

Airblock F) AH7

KaDeck Fan Coil

ErP-compliant slimline air handling unit

High variability at the ceiling

The Airblock FG is a ƃexible heating, cooling and ventilation unit
with up to 9 heat recovery. Noise optimised by FlowGrid and
twice as powerful with Twin technology.

Whether installed within a suspended ceiling or under the
ceiling; whether mounted on the wall or centrally in the room;
whether with dry or wet cooling: the KaDeck offers versatile air
conditioning.

KaCool D AF Fan Coil

KaClima

Ceiling heating and cooling cassette

Chillers and Heat Pumps

With a minimalist appearance and sound development, the KaCool
D AF is the ideal ceiling cassette for environmentally-friendly air
conditioning of your hotel bedrooms. Ideal with the KaControl unit.

KaClima supplies the centralised and decentralised units with
heating and cooling based on the environmentally-friendly medium
of water. With inƂnitely variable power adjustment.
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Solutions | The right concept

Save money Yith
the right concept
In building services it is essential to coordinate
numerous trades and coordinate them to the
different spaces
6he air conditioning concept should therefore
be planned at as early a time as possible and
the building services should be integrated
0ot forgetting the many standards laYs and
regulations to be observed including constant
revisions and tightening up Compliance Yith
the above guarantees the optimum operation
of the air conditioning system: future-proof
energy-efƂcient hygienically perfect and above
all delivering eZcellent indoor climate After all
a hotelos biggest assets are and remain satisƂed
guests
Kampmann is not just the leading manufacturer
of heating, cooling and ventilation systems, but is
also an expert in the production of tailor-made
hotel air conditioning concepts. In doing so,
it does not just consider the building room by
room, rather considers it as a complete entity.
Kampmann recommends the Hybrid ECO system
for ErP-compliant ventilation in hotels. The Hybrid
ECO system is a bidirectional ventilation system
with extremely efƂcient heat recovery. Unlike with
conventional ventilation systems, air conditioning
is provided by decentralised units (fan coils) in the
interior of the building and not via the centralised
ventilation unit. This system conforms to all laws
and guidelines, saves energy and space and so
reduces the level of investment.
In addition, customers beneƂt from Kampmann’s
expertise in room automation. The air conditioning
can either be controlled autonomously using our
own KaControl system, or alternatively integrated
into an existing BMS system. Ultimately, what
counts above all is individualised advice. We do
everything in our power to develop a coherent
overall concept tailored to your speciƂc needs.

Solutions | Future-proof air-conditioning

Future-proof
air-conditioning
An air-conditioned hotel room represents
added value for guests and hence adds to
their satisfaction 1ur Venkon Fan Coil is the
market-leading unit for the air conditioning
of hotel bedrooms $ut Yhere does the cold
come from! 6he majority of air conditioning
units are direct evaporation systems such
as split air conditioning units or VRV/VRF
systems but they are operated Yith
refrigerants Yhich are eZtremely harmful
to the climate
The so-called F-Gas Regulation, which came
into force in 1 in the European Union,
provides for a radical, gradual reduction in the
production of these refrigerants. As a consequence,
the prices for refrigerants have risen massively
and many are no longer available. There are
therefore high risks associated with the use
of direct evaporation systems in hotel air
conditioning. An excellent, future-proof alternative
is the use of cold-water generators: instead of
using direct evaporation systems in which the
refrigerant ƃows from the outdoor unit along
pipework to the last indoor unit, refrigerant is
only used in the generator itself with chillers
and heat pumps. The amounts used are therefore
signiƂcantly lower and possible leak points are
reduced. Kampmann would be pleased to advise
you!
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Kampmann | Competence and BeneƂts

EZpertise and beneƂts
A structured design development and implementation process forms the basis for
optimum results 6his process is split into Ƃve structurally separate phases the content
of Yhich is inter-connected

1

Advice

2

Design

3

Development

On-site support from Ƃeld project
managers

Design support throughout the
entire design phase

Construction and production of
prototypes

Additional personal contacts
in the technical departments

Use of many years of building
services experience, e.g. in the hotel,
ofƂce and commercial sectors

Design adaptations throughout the
entire development phase

Development of individual solutions
Development of innovative solutions
An additional personal contact
from the Hotel Project team

Responsibility for engineering work

Product samples and technical
guided tours in the Hotel
Competence Centre near Munich
and Lounge  in Salzburg

Technical documentation

Advice

Design

Use of the state-of-the-art
Kampmann Research & Development
Centre for measurements and unit
testing

Development

Kampmann | Competence and BeneƂts

4

Implementation

5

After Sales Service

Individual QA processes prior to
shipment of the systems

Technical support – Customer Service
– Instruction & functional tests

SpeciƂed delivery times and
quantities

Individual instructions for service
documentation or room manuals

Unit installation
(depending on products)

Supply of spare parts
Training

Implementation

After Sales Service
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KASPACES | Mock-up bedrooms

KASPACES - Mock-up
bedrooms for the hotel sector

KASPACES | Mock-up bedrooms

Mock-up bedrooms represent an indispensable
means of achieving optimum hotel bedrooms when
designing a new hotel. However, only KASPACES
provides the opportunity of building the bedroom
mock-up in a free-standing box: in its original size,
fully functioning – and, most importantly, at a very
early stage in the project. This saves time, money
and nerves and prevents you from having endless
sleepless nights.
Be on the safe side: Design your hotel room
with KASPACES – Find out more now!
$E0EFI6 01 1 s 6IME  M10E;
What may appear, at Ƃrst glance, as more work, is
guaranteed to save time and money in the long run:
minimise the risks by building a mock-up room.
If you don’t build a mock-up room, you risk timeconsuming and costly reworking if problems arise
with the construction.
$E0EFI6 01  s SEC7RI6;  6ECH01.1);
Check your room: Does the technology work as
required? Does the room layout work? Are the
sockets positioned correctly? You can clarify and
optimise essential questions about the general
layout at an early stage with a mock-up room.
$E0EFI6 01  s I06ERI1R  DESI)0
You can really only check your interior in a real
installation: carpets, bathroom Ƃxtures, furniture,
lighting, windows… sometimes the quality is not
right and sometimes the colour just doesn’t work.
You can make sure with a mock-up room.
$E0EFI6 01  s MARKE6I0)  ADVER6ISI0)
You start marketing a hotel well before the building
is completed. Use your fully equipped mock-up
room to take professional-looking images and give
the press or potential buyers a tour of the room.

A Hospitality Development brand
Service GmbH & Co. KG
Schleißheimer Straße 93 B
848 Garching (Germany)
Kaspaces.com
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Solutions | Strong partnerships

.170)E 5
$usiness 0etYork  ShoYroom

Designed as a huge shoYroom .170)E 5 is located
in the historic halls of a former bell foundry in the
Sal\burg toYn of )7SSWERK and provides the perfect
backdrop for manufacturers Yho Yish to shoYcase
their products in a very special dynamic environment
The vision of LOUNGE  is to bring together the most
innovative companies, producers and manufacturers from
a wide range of sectors under a single roof and network
them with each other. Sustainably. And target-orientated.
Visionaries, trend scouts, architects, project developers and,
of course, anyone enthusiastic about design and innovation
don’t just get input in LOUNGE . A visit becomes an overall
experience for all the senses: you can see for yourself the
feel and functionality of products, as well as their aesthetics
and design, and experience them perfectly integrated into
everyday life.

LOUNGE 
Sölheimerstraße 16,
Gusswerk Objekt 6 c
 Salzburg (Austria)
Lounge5.com

Solutions | Strong partnerships

Hotel Competence Centre
Inspiration & Exhibition
6he design construction and Ƃt-out of a hotel is an
extremely complex matter Architecture interior design
restaurants conference technology spas safety
aspects environment and hygiene s not forgetting
air conditioning: all the sub-areas are areas of expertise
in themselves And they all need to be coordinated
Yith each other A Herculean task for investors
architects or designers
The Hotel Competence Centre in Oberschleißheim near
Munich offers an overview to prospective customers. The
Hotel Competence Centre houses a hotel ƃoor par excellence:
visitors can gain an impression of innovative products and
solutions in eleven fully functioning mock-up rooms, plus
bar, foyer and reception. Over 19 manufacturers and service
providers showcase and provide information on virtually all
hotel Ƃt-out equipment over an area covering some
1, square metres, including, of course, Kampmann air
conditioning.
Hotelkompetenzzentrum
Sonnenstraße 19
864 Oberschleißheim (Germany)
Hotelkompetenzzentrum.de
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Kampmann | Design

Design with
Kampmann!
.ong-lasting efƂcient products from the
technology leader comprehensive consultation
and many years of experience in hotel
conception project support and extensive
After Sales Service s all this is Kampmann
Design your hotel project with Kampmann!
On-site consultation
Global contacts
Units, control and functional testing
from a single source
Optimised and veriƂed within the
in-house Research & Revelopment Centre
Trend-setting systems for maximum
sustainability
Products designed to be future-centric,
also ideal for retroƂtting
Comprehensive customer service
Installation service (for Venkon Fan Coils
and Katherm Trench Convectors)
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Kampmann GmbH
Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 18 -13
49811 Lingen (Ems)
Germany
T 49 91 18-66
F 49 91 18-13
E export@kampmann.de

411819.3 ROW

Kampmanngroup.com

